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We consider Schrodinger operators H in L 2(Rn), n EN, with countably infinitely many local
singularities of the potential which are separated from each other by a positive distance. It is
proved that due to locality each singularity yields a separate contribution to the deficiency index
of H. In the special case where the singularities are pointlike and the potential exhibits certain
symmetries near these points we give an explicit construction of self-adjoint boundary conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION

Our interest in the computation of deficiency indices
and in the construction of self-adjoint boundary conditions
for singular Schrodinger operators stems from several investigations of certain idealized model Hamiltonians, so-called
point interactions. 1-10
These analytically solvable models have a long history
and play an important role in nuclear and solid state physics
(cf., e.g., Ref. 9 and the literature therein). In this paper we
particularly study the mathematical structure behind point
interactions and some of their generalizations (interactions
concentrated on submanifolds).
In Sec II we consider Schrodinger operators H in
L 2(Rn ), n E N with countably infinitely many local singularities of the potential V which are uniformly separated from
each other by a distance E > O. Our main result (Theorem 2.5)
concerning the deficiency index of H confirms the intuitive
statement that due to locality each singularity should separately yield a contribution to the total deficiency index of H.
Our proof is patterned after a result of Behncke ll (c.f. also
Ref. 12) where the corresponding problem is solved for
strongly singular Dirac operators. Theorem 2.5 is general
enough not only to include the case of point interactions in
addition to V but also to allow additional interactions concentrated on submanifolds (like l5-shell interactions 8 (b)).
Section II represents the first step in the analysis, namely to reduce the computation of the deficiency indices of a
Schrodinger operator H with several singularities to that of
several Schrodinger operators H j with a single singularity.
The second step, the explicit construction of self-adjoint
boundary conditions for H j , is studied in Sec. III. In the
special case where the singularity in Hj is pointlike and Hj
exhibits certain symmetries around this point such that H j
reduces to a direct sum of ordinary Schrodinger operators in
L 2((0,00)) (a case particularly important in applications) a
general treatment of singular boundary conditions at the origin is presented. In particular, we study systems of the type
_d

dr

2

+ A(A-l) +L+!:.+ W(r),

r

r

r>O,

(1.1)

r'
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with WE LOO ((0,00)) real valued, ~::;A <~, a,r E R, 0 <a <2.
Our methods rely heavily on the use of (ir)regular solutions associated with (1.1) and on corresponding Volterra
integral equations. This yields a generalization of previous
results of Rellich,13 where the case a = 0 in (1.1) has been
considered.

II. DEFICIENCY INDICES OF SINGULAR SCHRODINGER
OPERATORS

In this section we show that countably infinitely many
local singularities of the potential which are uniformly separated from each other by a distance E> 0 do not interfere
when considering the total deficiency index of the corresponding Schrodinger operator.
We introduce the following.
Hypothesis H: Let JCZ,\[Ol be a finite or countably
infinite index set, J ° = Ju [ 0 l.
(i) ~j eRn, n E N is a compact set of Lebesgue measure
zero for allj E J, ~o = 0.
(ii) J'j E L;oc (Rn '\~j) is real valued, j E Jo, and
(a) supp (J'j) is compact for alljEJ, or (b) J'j are bounded
from below on every compact subset ofR n '\~j for allj E Jo.
(iii)
For
some
E> 0:
dist( [ supp( J'j )u~j l,
[supp(J'j. )u~f II ~ dor allj,j' E Jo.I=I=j'·
(iv) WE LOO (Rn ) is real-valued.
For notational convenience we will also use the abbreviations
SU PP ( J'j )u~j if condition H(ii)(a) holds,
~j

Aj =

if condition H(ii)(b) or conditions

{

A

= u

H(ii)(a) and H(ii)(b) hold, j E Jo,
Aj'

jeJo

~

= u

~j'

jeJo

V(x)

=

L

(2.1)

J'j(x),

jeJo

and note that ~ is closed and of Lebesgue measure zero by
hypotheses H(i) and H(iii).
As our first technical result we state the following.
Lemma 2.1: Assume conditions H(i) and H(iii). Then
there exist ¢j' ~j E COO (Rn ),j E J o such that we have the following.
(i)aa¢j EL OO(Rn), 0<lal<2, ¢jlAj = 1, jEJo.
(ii) supp(¢j )nsuPP(¢1 ) = 0, j, j' E J o, I=/f.
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(iii) For some 0<8 <d2: dist(supp(1 - tPj).Aj »8,
jEJo·
(iv)aa~j _EL OO(JR n),_ 0<lal<2, ~jlsupp(~)J = 1, jEJo·
(v) supp(tPj )nsupp(tPj') = 0, j,j' E J o, j#j'.
(vi) tPo(x) = 1 for x E {y E JRn I Iyl >R l for some R > 0 if
condition H(ii)(a) holds, and tPj E C o (JRn) and dist(supp(tPj),
supp(Vj ))>8 for allj,j' EJo,j#j' if condition H(ii)(b) holds.
Proof Fix I E J o and define
Ur,7]

=

U

71 > O.

S (a;71),

(2.2)

aeA 1

[S (xo;R ) is the open ball of radius R centered at x o.] Then
Ur,El32 is an open neighborhood of A r. If we introduce
E r,El32

= Ur.EI32 '

F r,El16

= JRn,\ Ur,El16 ,

Let
gEg;(Ht),
'hEco(JRn\Aj).
Then
Ht g = -..1g + ~g E L 2(JR")
implies
'h(Ht g)
= - 'h (..1g) E L 2(JRn) and by the arbitrariness of t/lj we infer
..1g E L foe (JR n'\AJ By Theorem I of Ref. 15 we get
Vg E L foe (JR"'\Aj) and hence relation (2.12) results. Similarly
gEg;(H*),
t/lECo(JRn'\A)
implies
t/I(H*g)
n
= - t/I(..1g) + t/I Wg E L 2(JR ) and hence relation (2.13) follows. If condition H(ii)(b) holds then again Vg E L foe (JRn'\Aj)
for gEg;(Ht) and VgELfoc(JRn'\A) for gEg;(H*) by
Theorem 1 of Ref. 15.
(b) LetgE g;(Ht). Then
(-..1

(2.3)

then E r,EI32 and Fr,E/16 are closed and disjoint and we can
apply Corollary 1.4.11 of Ref. 14 to get the existence of
tPr E C (JRn) such that

+ ~ + W)(tPjg)
= ( -..1 + V + W)(tPj g)
= tPj( -..1 + ~ + W)g -

00

tPrlEI'E/J2

=

1,

tPr1F1"/16

= 0,

(2.4)
n
aatPr EL OO(JR ), 0<lal<2.
The collection of all such tP r, I E J o obviously fulfills assertions (i)-(vi) (with 8>d32). For the construction of ~j ,j E J o
one simply replaces € by 3€.
For the rest of this section tPj (resp. ~j) always denote
the C (JR") functions of Lemma 2.1. Next we introduce the
minimal Schr6dinger operators

2(VtPj)(Vg)

- (..1 tPj)g E L 2(JR n),
since
tPj'
..1tPj EL OO(JR"),
Vg E L foc(JR"'\Aj) by (a).
(c) LetgE g;(H*). Then
( -..1

VtPj E Co (JRn'\A ),

and

+ V + W)(tPj g)
= ( -..1 + ~ + W)(tPj g)
= tPj( -..1 + V + W)g - 2(VtPj)(Vg)
- (..1tPj)g E L 2(JR"),

00

H j = -..1

+~

H= -..1

+ V+

on g;(Hj ) = C o(JR"'\...!'j)' j E J o,
(2.5)

Won g;(H) = Co(JR"'\...!'),

(2.6)

and denote their closures by

H j = Hj'

H = H.

(2.7)

Due to hypotheses H(i), H(ii), and H(iv) the corresponding
adjoint operators read

Hj* g

=

-..1g +

for gEg;(Ht)

~

since
Vg E L

..1tPj ELOO(JR"),

and
•
Lemma 2.3: Assume conditions H(i)-H(iv). Then, for
allj EJo,
g E g;(H) implies tPjg E g;(H)ng;(Hj)
(2.14)

s

such that gm ~ g,

(2.8)

s

Consequently, tPj gm E C o (JR n'\...!' ), tPj gm ~ tPj g, and

H(tPj gm)

= (-..1 + ~ + W)(tPj gm)

+ V + W)gm

= tPj( -..1

n
WlfE L 2(JR ) l·

(i) gEg;(Ht) implies tPjgEg;(Ht)ng;(H*),

(2.10)

and H *(tPj g) = H t(tPj g) + W (tPj g) in both cases.
Proof (a) Suppose condition H(ii)(a) to be valid. Then we
first prove

g;(H *) CH f~ (JR n,\ {supp(V)u...!' J).
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(2.12)
(2.13)

(2.15)

Since

tPj( -..1

(ii) g E g;(H*) implies tPj g E g;(H*)ng;(Ht), (2.11)

j EJo,

- 2(VtPj )(Vgm )

- (..1tPj)gm'
(2.9)

We start our analysis with the following.
Lemma 2.2: Assume hypotheses H(i)-H(iv). Then, for
allj E J o,

2521

~ Hg.
m--+oo

m~oo

j E J o,

H*g= -..1g+(V+ W)g in Co(JR"'\...!')',
for gEg;(H*)= {JEL2(JR")I-..1J

g;(Ht)CHf~(JRn,\ {supp(~)u...!'j l),

Hgm

m--+oo

= {JEL2(JR")I-..1J

+ (V +

VtPjECo(JRn,\A),

and H(tPj g) = ~(tPj g) + W(tPj g).
Proof Let g E g; (H). Then there exists a sequence
{gm lmEN CCo(JR n,\...!'),

g in C o(JR"'\...!'j)',

+ V.lE L 2(JR")),

tPj'

foe (JRn'\A ) by (a).

+ V + W)gm

s

~

tPjHg,

(..1tPj)gm ~ (..1tPj)g,

m-oo

m--+oo

(2.16)
it remains to consider the second term on the right-hand side
of(2.15).
Let
t/I E C o (JR n'\A ) be
real
valued.
Then
g E H ~ (JRn'\A ) implies

L- dnx~IV(gm
=

-

2

-gW

r d nx (gm -

JR-

g)(Vt/I)t/lV(gm - g)

(2.17)

- JR-r d"x (gm -g)~..1 (gm -g),
W. Bulla and F. Gesztesy
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and thus

and hence

IItPIV(gm -g)llb..;211I vtPlllooligm -gI121ItPIV(gm -g)1112

+ IIgm

-gllll~.j (gm -gllI2'

(2.18)

Inequality (2.18) proves IItPIV(gm -g)llb - O. By taking
m_oo
t/l;, = lapt,bj 12, p = 1, ... ,n we infer lI(apt,bj)IV(gm - g)1112
_

0 and hence also

tPjgEpj)(Hj ) and

(b)
Let gEpj)(H*),
1f/=1-l:jEJo t,bj'
Then
If/g E H 6,2(Rn\A ) as above and (2.22) follows.
•
Given Lemmas 2.2-2.4, we are able to state the main result
of this section.
Theorem 2.5: Assume conditions H(i)-H(iv). Then

def(H)

=

H(t,bj gm) =~(t,bj gm)

(2.28)

def(Hj)'

Proof We first assume that def(Hj) < 00 for allj E J o.

+ W(t,bj gm)

s

- t,bjHg - 2(Vt,bj)Vg - (.jt,bj)g.
(2.20)
m-oo
Since H and ~ are closed we get from Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), and
(2.20) t,bjg E pj) (H )npj) (Hj ),

= Hj(t,bj g) + W(t,bj g)

(a) Let (4'>j/ E pj)(Hj), 1..;1..;2 def(Hj)j be linearly independent modulo pj) (Hj ), j E J o. (We note that the deficiency
indices of H j coincide since ~ is real valued.) By Lemma 2.2
(i) we get

t,bj4'>jI Epj)(Hj)npj)(H*),

1..;1..;2def(Hj ),jEJo'

(2.29)

Suppose there exist /3j1 E C such that

= t,bjHg - 2(Vt,bj)(Vg) - (.jt,bj)g.

•

2def1H)

I I

Lemma 2.4: Assume hypotheses H(i)-H(iv). Then, for
alljEJo,

/3j1 t,bj 4'>jI

/~

jEJo

(2.30)

pj) (H).

E

1

Then, by the locality of H,

g E pj)(H j*) implies (1 - t,bj)g E pj)(~),

(2.21)

2 def1Hj)

I

t,bj
(ii)

I
jEJo

Consequently,

(i)

(2.27)

sinceHj is closed.

(2.19)

H(t,bj g)

Hj(tPjg) = -.j(tPjg),

gEpj)(H*) implies (1-.I t,bj)gEpj)(H).

(2.22)

jEJo

Proof (a) LetgEpj)(Hj). Then (1-t,bj)gEpj)(Hj) by

/3j1 4'>jI

E

pj) (H), j

(2.31)

E J o,

/~I

~incesupp(t,bj) n suPP(t,bl) = 0forj,j' E Jo,f=fj'. Now choose
t,bj as in Lemma 2.1. Then Lemma 2.3 implies

Lemma 2.2 (i). Denote tPj = 1 - t,bj: then Hj(tPj g)
= -.j (tPj g) in C O'(Rn\.Ij )' implies -.j (tPj g) E L 2(Rn)
and hence tPjg E H 2,2 (Rn). Let

I,

X (x) = {0,

0..;lal";2,

2 def1Hj )

Ia"X I..;M < 00,

O..;X E C O'(Rn ),

XR(X) = X(xR -I),

I

= t,bj

Ixl";l,
Ixl>2,

(2.23)

/3j1 4'>jI

E

pj) (~), j

E

(2.32)

J o·

/~I

On the other hand, from Lemma 2.4(i) we infer

R >0,

2 def1H)

(1-t,bj)

and

I

/3j14'>jlEpj)(Hj ), jEJo,

(2.33)

/~I

O";jECO'(R n), j(x) =0,

Ixl>l,

(dnxj(x)= 1,

and hence

JR"

2def1H)

I

(2.24)

€>O.

jE(X)=€-nj(x!€),

/3j1 4'>jI

/3j1=0,
ECO'(Rn\A j ),

for R>O large enough
(2.25)

and
-I

(2.34)

J o,

(2.35)

1..;1..;2def(Hj ), jEJo·

2 def(H) = dim pj)(H*)!pj)(H»2 I

tPj g.

-

E

Thus, because of (2.31), (t,bj 4'>jI' 1..;1..;2def(Hj ),jEJol are
linearly independent modulo pj)(H). Consequently,

H2,2(R""A)

tPjgXR * jR

pj) (Hj ), j

implying

Then
tPjgXR*jR~1

E

/~I

R_oo
Thus, tPjgEH6,2(Rn\Aj). Consequently there exists a
sequence
{1m ImEN CC O'(Rn\A j ),

def(Hj)'

(2.36)

jeJo

(2.26)

(b) Conversely, let {If/p E pj)(H*), l..;p..;2 def(H)j be
linearly independent modulo pj) (H). By Lemma 2.4(ii) we get

such that

( 1-

.I (h) If/p

E

pj)(H),

(2.37)

jEJo

1m - tPj g in H2,2(Rn\Aj) norm. This proves
m_oo

i.e.,

s

(2.38)

H j 1m = - .jIm -.j (tPj g),
m-oo
2522
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By Lemma 2.2(ii)
(2.39)

f/JjlPp EfP(H*)nfP(Hj), jEJo,

and thus f/Jj IPp can be written
2deflH}i

I

= tPjJ +

f/Jj IPp

tPjJ EfP (~),

Cpj/ tPj/,

/=1

(2.40)

Cpj / EC,

1<.p<.2 def(H), j E J o
J, In _ ~2deflHj) C
n.
d I
.
[ 1.e.,
'l'j Y:'p - ~/= 1
pj/'¥j/ mo U 0
1<.p<.2 def(H), we get from Eq. (2.38)
2 def(H)<.2

I

Since

def(~).

(2.41)

jEJo

If def(Hj) = 00 for some j E Jo then it suffices to follow part
(a) in order to conclude def(H) = 00.
•
For the rest of this section we discuss hypotheses H(i)H(iv) and sketch possible generalizations. We start with two
examples which clearly demonstrate the range of applicability of Theorem 2.5.
Example 2.6: Let
V(X)

+ W(x)
N

I

=

CY)lx_yjl-aj +

j=1

N

I

j=1

Cj2)lx_ zj l-.Bj

N

+I

xIx -Zj)' ej

j=

C?)llx -Xjl-Rjl-Yj
1

N

+ I ct)x j ,

(2.42)

j=1

1= 1, ... ,4,

ej ERn,

lej I = 1,

Xj'Yj,zj ERn, Rj >0,
n
n
{X E R I Ix - Xj I<.Rj J n {X E R I Ix - Xl I<.RI J = 0,
I:/=/,

(2.43)
N

{ Yj,zj,j

=

1, ... ,N J n . u {X E Rnl Ix - XII
= 1

J

a j >0, f3j >0,

Yj >0, j,/ = 1, ... ,N,

= RI J = 0,

N EN.

Thus one may choose
N

~= U ({ YjJ U {ZjJ U

{xERnllx -xjl =Rjj). (2.44)

j= 1

Example 2. 7: Let

+ W(x) = II

Isinlj.tmx(m))I-Vm,

(2.45)

m=1

=

(X(lp ... ,x(n)J ERn, f-lm >0,

m

=

Vm>O,

1, ... ,n,

(2.46)

and hence we choose

~ = {(72, . . ,:n )

E

RnWm EZ, m

= 1, ... ,n}. (2.47)

Remark 2.8: The strategy in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is
taken from that of Theorem 1(1) in Behncke l l (cf. also Ref.
12), where the case of strongly singular Dirac operators (including, e.g., the anomalous magnetic moment term) is treated. In particular, Behncke discussed the case where the ~j
2523
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xj,ej ERn,

lej I = 1,

Cj

E R;

cf. Ref. 29], numerous methods to calculate the deficiency
indices of the underlying ordinary differential operators are
known. 30-32 In the special case

where

x

00

~(x) = cjlx -Xjl-3(x -xj )· ej ,
n

V(x)

°

00

where
Cj/) E R,

are disjoint finite sets and also derived the invariance of essential spectra. For related results in the context of distinguished self-adjoint extensions for the Dirac operator with a
potential dominated by multicenter Coulomb potentials we
refer to Refs. 16.
The main ingredients for Theorem 2.5 are obviously
relations (2.10), (2.11), (2.14), (2.21), and (2.22). [We also note
that the existence of f/Jj,¢j in Lemma 2.1 is clearly independent of the fact whether A j,j E J are compact or not; only the
fact that dist(Aj,AI »E,j:/=/ has been used. 14] In particular,
the main technical difference between the Schrodinger case
presented above and the Dirac case in Ref. 11 now concerns
the necessity to control Vgfor g E fP(Ht) or g EfP(H*) [i.e.,
to prove Vg E L foc(lltn\A j ) or Vg E L foc(Rn\A)]. For exampIe, if ~ EQaj.,JRn\{xjj), O<aj <.l then fP(Hj)
c H f~ (Rn\ {xj J) n L 2(Rn) (Ref. 17) is obviously sufficient
to prove Lemma 2.2-Theorem 2.5 (with Aj = ~j = {xj j).
For related results on local properties of elements in
fP(Hj) we also refer to Pearson,18 Combescure and Ginibre,19 and Amrein. 20 Another particular important case
where def(Hj) = def(H) = appeared in Simader,21 Brezis,22
and Cycon. 23 Similarly, Morgan 24 used the idea oflocal partitions to prove stability of operator bounds and form bounds
in the context of Schrodinger operators whose potentials
have separated singularities. Finally, Svendsen25 discussed
the case whereA: C O'(!J,CS)-L 2(!J,CS) is a linear symmetric
differential operator with C coefficients, !J C R n open,
noS EN. If M is a C manifold of!J which is closed in!J and
has codimension greater than zero he studied the relation
between the deficiency indices of A and A Ie O'(n ,M,e') .
We also mention the possibility of replacing R n by
!J C R nopen in the above treatment. The corresponding minimal operators are then given by H j = -.J + ~ on
CO' (!J \~j) and results on fP (H j) in this case may be found
in Jorgens 26 and Kalfl5 and the references therein.
Theorem 2.5 relates the computation of def(H) to that of
def(Hj ),j E Jo. For the determination of deficiency indices of
singular Schrodinger operators we refer to Piepenbrink and
Rejt027 and Behncke and Focke. 28 In the special case where
~(x) = ~(lx - Xj Il is spherically symmetric [or H j can be
decomposed into a direct sum of ordinary differential operators like in the case of

~ = {x1"",X N

J,

Xj ERn, j = 1, ... ,N, NE N,
the corresponding deficiency subspaces have been obtained
by Zorbas33 with the help of suitable Green's functions.
III. SINGULAR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

In Sec. II we indicated how to reduce the computation
of def(H ) to that of def(Hj)' In the special case where ~ can
be decomposed into a direct sum of ordinary differential operators on (0,00) [e.g.,
W. Bulla and F. Gesztesy
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Let F;. (r) be the regular solution of Eq. (3.2), i.e.,
or

F;. (r) =
Jj(X)

= Cj Ix -

lej I = 1,

Xj,ej E R",

cj E R,

dr

A(A -1)

on ~(h) =

tJ)(r,r') = G ~)(r)F~)(r') - G ~)(r')F~)(r),

r
r
c 0'((0,00)),

- rl/2 In r A = 1
(0)
_
'2'
G;.(r)- { (U-l)-Irl-;', !<A<~.

(3.6)

1"

00

fl,

We also note that [G~),F~)],=I, where [g,/1,
= (g,/, - g:r)(r) denotes the Wronskian of g and! Since
S~dr rl V (r) I < 00 for any 0< R < 00 (needed in the case
! <A <~) as well as S~odr rlln rl IV(r)1 < 00 for all 0< ro < 1
(needed for A = !), we may iterate Eq. (3.4) to geeS•36

r E R,

O<a <2, !<A <~.

(3.1)

As has been discussed in Refs. 2-10 and 34, self-adjoint
extensions of h different from its Friedrichs extension correspond to a A (A - l)r- 2 + rr- I + ar- a + W + "point interaction." It is the purpose of this section to construct all
self-adjoint extensions of h
Due to our conditions on A, the closure of h, denoted by
h, is bounded from below and has def(h) = 1. In order to
determi~e explicitly the one-parameter family of self-adjoint
extensions of h we shall study solutions of the equation

+ [A (A -

(3.5)

F~)(r) = r\

+L+!:.+ W

WE L ((0,00 )) real valued,

- "'''(r)

(3.4)

dr' tJ)(r,r') V (r')F;. (r'),

where

n EN],

we now discuss possible self-adjoint boundary conditions at
the origin. More precisely, we consider inL 2((0,00 )) the minimal operator

h = _~+

l'

F~)(r) -

Xjl-3(x - Xj ). ej ,

l)r- 2 + V(r)]"'(r) = 0,

ex p
!F;.(r)l<r;'

{ exp

[1'
[i

dr' r'l v(r')I] ,

~<A < ~,

,
dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')I],

A=

~,

r<ro,

(3.7)

<c,;...

Similarly, if

r>O, (3.2)

00

F;. (r)

L

=

F~m)(r)

(3.8)

m=O

where
VIr) = rr-

I

+ aC + W(r).
a

denotes the absolute convergent series obtained by iterating
Eq. (3.4), then

(3.3)
I

I

I

<c[(N + 1).]-';"

{[(

r

Jo dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')1
2

)N+

--

U-l

I

[i'

]N+I , A = 2'1
]N+

0

I

where

Here the estimate
(3.10)

A

<c,;..

~,

~<A <~,
2

2

and thus

A=

~,

(3.14)

(3.11)

Consequently, we infer
IF;. (r)1 <cI(ro)!F~)(r)1

using (3.4) and (3.6), shows that

2524

r dr' r'!V(r')I,
Jo

A=

(3.13)

1
3
dr' r' !V(r')11 , -<A <-,
022

F;.(r) =

dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')I,

,

C

Il' dr' tJ)(r,r') V (r')F;. (r') I
dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')I,

{c l'

IF;. (r)1 <

has been used. Moreover,

1'
{i'

(3.9)
I

dr'r'!V(r')I,

F~)(r)[ 1 + F;.(r)] ,
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IF;.(r)l;;,c2(ro)IF~)(r)1

(3.12)

!<A <~,

= cl(ro)';",
= c2 (rO)';'"
(3.15)

r<ro'
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Introducing the irregular solution GA (r) associated with Eq.
(3.2) by 37

= FA (r)

GA(r)

fO

dr [FA (r')]

(3.16)

-2,

where
_

IGA(r)l,,;;;c2(rO)-2cl (ro)rA

fO

A

+ FA (r)] -

I

(3.25)

.

Thus Eq. (3.16) implies

F~)(r)(1 + FA(r))

G,dr) =

we obtain the bound

1 + [I

= -

F,dr)

dr' r' - u

=

G~)(r)

fO dr(F~)(r'))-2(1 +

+ o(G~)(rn

F,.{r'))2
(3.26)

r--o+

(3.17)
We also note that [GA,FA]r = 1.
Given the above preliminaries we now derive all selfadjoint extensions of h. The adjoint operator of h reads

- ~ + Il (Il

h*=

l)r- 2

dr

+ V,

and hence
lim G,dr)/G~)(r)

go,A: = lim g(r)lG ~)(r)
r--o+

{gEL 2((0,00 ))lg,g'AC\oc((O, (0)),
- g"

+ Il (Il -

= C2 -

l)r- g + Vg EL 2((0,00 ll},
2

and by the general theory of second-order ordinary differential operators all self-adjoint extensions hv of h are given
by3O-32.38

d2
h = --+Il(1l

l)r- 2

dr

y

(3.27)

1.

Equations (3.24) and (3.27) together with Eq. (3.21) then
prove

(3.18)
9(h *) =

=

r--o+

+ V,

f:

dr' FA (r')(h *g)(r'),

g E 9 (h *).

(3.28)

If we insert the asymptotic expansion of FA (r) as r~ + into
Eq. (3.16) we get the corresponding expansion for GA (r). Let
Gf(r) denote the asymptotic expansion of GA(r) up to the
smallest order such that
lim [GA(r) - Gf(r)]/F~)(r) = 0.

(3.29)

r--o+

9(hy) = {gE9(h*)llim [~y,A,g]r=OJ,
r--o+

- 00 < v..;;; 00,

(3.19)

[A constructive approach to calculate Gf(r) will be given
later on.] Then Eq. (3.21) implies

where
~v,A (r)

= G,dr) + vFA(r),

- 00 < v..;;; 00

[i.e., ~ ,A (r) = FA (r) for v = 00]. Since any g E 9 (h *) can be
written as 38
00

= c I FA (r) + C2GA(r) -

gIrl

+ G,dr)

f

FA (r)

f

dr' GA(r')(h *g)(r')

dr' FA (r')(h *g)(r'),

(3.21)

-f

- v

f

F~)(r)

F~)(r)J

-

G (r) - GB(r)
A
A

F~)(r)

F~)(r)

dr' FA (r')(h *g)(r')

dr' GA(r')(h *g)(r').

Thus we obtain for g E 9 (h
C1 -

f

F~)(r)

Gf(r)
+-

a straightforward computation shows
C 2v

GA(r) - Gf(r)

+ FA. (r) fP dr' GA. (r)(h *g)(r)

for some p > 0,

[~y,A' g] r = C1

FA(r)

=Cl--+C2--':':'~-"':":":''';'''

if> dr' F (r')(h * )(r')
rAg

L
r

dr' FA. (r')(h *g)(r').

(3.30)

0

Using Eqs. (3.15) and (3.17), one shows that
(3.22)

Gf(r) f'dr' FA. (r)(h *g)(r')

IF~)(r) Jo

I

y )

dr GA. (r')(h *g)(r')

= v [c 2

+

f

dr' FA. (r')(h *g)(r')] .

(3.23)

From Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) we get
lim FA(r)lG~)(r)
r~+

= 0,

lim FA.(r)lF~}(r)
r~+

(3.31)

= 1,

Thus, we define

(3.24)
FA(r) = 0(1),
r--o+
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and obtain from Eqs. (3.30), (3.31), and the fact thath is in the
limit circle case at the origin [i.e., FA ,GA E L 2((0,R )) for any
O<R < 00]
gl.A

= CI +

J:

dr' GA(r')(h *g)(r'),

g E~(h *).

(3.33)

°

Suppose first that a = [i.e., VIr) = yr- I ]. Then the
mth iteration of Eq. (3.4) yields
F~j(r)

J1 (U + j) ]-1
[ m-I

= m!

ym~ + m,

m

= 0,1, ....
(3.35)

The self-adjoint boundary condition (3.23) thus reads
vgo.A = gl.A'

-

00

< v.;;; 00.

°

(3.34)

It is not hard to see that v = 00, i.e., gO.A = corresponds to
the Friedrichs extension of h. For Ivl < 00, hv describes a
A. (A. - 1)r- 2 + yr- I + ar- a + W + "point interaction."
It remains to determine G f (r) explicitly. Since W has no
influence on boundary conditions we simply put W = from
now on. As G f (r) will be constructed with the help of Eq.
(3.16), we first derive the asymptotic expansion of FA (r) as

°

r~+.

Similarly, if Y =
Eq. (3.4) yields

Ftl(r)

°[i.e., VIr) = ar- a] the mth iteration of

= [m!pm j~1 (U -

p = 2 - a,

1 + jp)r

I

am

~+mp,

m = 0,1,... .

(3.36)

For the total potential VIr) = yr- I + ar- a we get of course
additional mixed exponents which are exhibited in the following diagram:

(3.37)

After inserting the above asymptotic expansion of FA (r) as
r~+ into Eq. (3.16) a closer look at condition (3.29) and
(3.16) then shows that in order to obtain G f (r) we need an
asymptotic expansion for FA (r) up to exponents of the type r,
s.;;;3A. - 1. We denote the corresponding asymptotic expansion of FA (r) by Ff(r), i.e.,
FA(r) - Ff(r) =

o(r),

s.;;;3A. - 1.

(3.38)

Next we compute Gf(r). By Eq. (3.39) we have to take
into account terms up to order ~p. According to Eq. (3.16)
we expand
(3.42)
where

r---+O+

Using Eq. (3.16) this implies that Gf(r) represents the
asymptotic expansion of GA (r) as r~ + up to the order
t.;;;U - 1, i.e.,

r,

GA(r) - Gf(r) =

o(r),

t.;;;U - 1.

(3.43)

= 2A l r P+ (yl..t)r + (2A2 +A i)rP

fB(r)

(3.39)

+ [2A4

r---+O+

The above-described mechanism works for all ~,;;;A. < ~, y E lR
and < a < 2. But clearly the number of terms in F f (r) and
Gf(r) drastically increases as a__2_ as long as A. runs
through the whole interval - !,;;;A. <~. In order to keep the
treatment reasonably short we give a complete discussion in
thecasep>~ (i.e., <a.;;;~). From diagram (3.37) and (3.38) we
infer that Ff(r) must consist of the terms ~, ~ +P, ~ + I,
~ + 2p , ~ + 1 + P, and ~ + 3P. More precisely
Ff(r) = ~ [1 +AI r P+ (y/U)r +A 2r P

°

Taking ro small enough (O<r.;;;ro) we get lfB(r)1
r E [O,r0] and hence
[1+fB(r)]-1 = 1-2A l r P+(3Ai-2A 2)rP

Al

= [p(U + p -

- (y/A. )r + (6A IA2 - 4A ~ - 2A3)~P

A3 =
A4 =

+ p - I)(U + 2p - 1)]-la2,
[6p 3(U + P - I)(U + 2p - I)(U + 3p (p + 1)-I(U + p)-I! [p(U + p - 1)]-1
-(U)-Il ya .

2526

+ [(3A l ylA.) -
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(3.41)

2A 4]r l +P + O(rl +2P).
(3.44)

A formal integration then yields

fO

dr' r' -

1)]-la ,

A2 = [2p2(U

< 1 for

r---+O+

°

(3.40)

+ (AlY/A. )]rl +P + (2A3 + 2AIA2)~P,

=

U

[1

+f

B(r')] -

I

P
r l - u { __1_ + 2AI
r
U-l
p+l-U

1)]-la 3,

X

r
2p

P

3A

i)

r

+----

+ 1- U
+ 2A4 -

+ (4A ~

y

+ (2A2 -

A. 2( 1 - A. )

6A IA 2)
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~P

X--+-1-_U-

3p

+ C (ro) +

+ [2A 3 -

0 (rl + 2P )}

(3.49)

G B112 ()-G(O)()r 112 r - - r 1/21n r,

(3.45)

•

But Eq. (3.45) has to be supplemented by the following exceptions:
If A =!,
rl

1/2
F B112 ()
r = F(O)
112 (r) =r,

I+p

(3A IA)] _ _r _ _
lY
2(1 _ A) + p

and thus

(3.50)

u

-

U-I
if A = I,
r(I-A)

should be replaced by ( - In r);

gl,l/2 = lim r-I/2[g(r)+go,1I2rl/21nr], gE§(h*).
..-.0+

(B) A = I (the s-wave Schrodinger operator in three dimensions): For p > i (i.e., 0 < a < i) one obtains
Gf(r) = I +B ;r P+B 2r P+ yrln r

should be replaced by In r;

2(I-A)
ifp=U-I,
r P + 1- 2A

+ (yI2)r + B j ~P,

p+I-U

should be replaced by In r;
(3.46)

(3.51)

B; =[I+(p-I)-12]A;,
B 2 =A 2 + (p -1)- 12A ;2 + (2p -1)-1(2A 2 - 3A ;2),
(3.52)

ifp = (U - 1)12,

r

P

+

I - U

2p+I-U
ifp = (U - 1)13,

Bj =Aj +(3p+I-2)-1(4A;3+2Aj -6A;A2)

should be replaced by In r;

+ (p + (2p -

1)-I2A;A 2
1)-1(2A

;A 2 - 3A ;2),

~p+I-U

3p+ I-U
ifp = 2(A - I),
r(I-A)+P

and

should be replaced by In r

A; = [p(p+ I)]-Ia,
A2 = [2p2(p+ 1)(2p+ 1)]-la2,
should be replaced by In r.

2(I-A) +p
Without loss of generality we take C (r0) = 0 and obtain from
Eqs. (3.16) and (3.45)
Gf(r) = GT)(r) + r l - A[B 1r P+ B 2r P
- y[2(1 - U)(I - A)] -Ir + B3~P + B4rl +Pl,
(3.47)

BI

= [2(p + I

- U )-1

+ (U -

Aj = [6p3(p+ 1)(2p+ 1)(3p+ 1)]-la3 •
For p > ! one can delete the ~P term and for p > ~ one can in
addition delete the P term in Eq. (3.51).
Summarizing the whole section, we have proved the following.
Theorem 3.1: Assume the conditions in (3.1). Then all
self-adjoint extensions h of h can be characterized by

r

y

1)-I]Al'

hy = - : ; +A (A - l)r- 2 + yr- I + ar- a + W,

B 2 =(p+ I-U)-I2A~ +(2p+ I-U)-I
X [2A2 - 3A

n + (U -

(3.54)

1)-IA 2,

§(h

(3.48)

B3

= (3p + I

- U )-1(4A ~

+ 2A3 -

y )

=

[g E L 2((0,00 ))Ig,g' E ACloc((O' 00));

6A I A 2 )
- g" + A (A - l)r-2g + yr-Ig + ar-ag

+ (2p + I - U )-I(2AIA2 - 3A~)
+ (p + I - U )-I2A IA2 + (U -1)- IA3 ,

E

+ [2(1 - A) + p]-I[2A4 - (3yAI/A)] + (U - 1)-IA 4 •
Of course Eqs. (3.47) and (3.48) do not hold for the exceptional values of A andp [listed in (3.46)]. IfA takes on some of the
values described in (3.46) then Gf(r) results after inserting
the corresponding logarithmic term in Eq. (3.45) and multiplying with F f (r). These logarithmic cases are familiar from
the theory of Fuchsian differential equations.
Finally, we note two special cases.
(A) A = ! (the s-wave Schrodinger operator in two dimensions): In this case the construction of Ff/2 (r) and
G f/2 (r) is particularly simple since Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) imply
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 26, No.1 0, October 1985

L 2((0,00))},

- 00 <v';;;; 00,

B4= [[A(P+ I-U)]-I + [U(I-A)]-llyA I

2527

(3.53)

!';;;;A<~,

a,YER,

0<a<2.

Here the boundary values gO,A and gl,A. are defined as

(3.55)

gl,A = lim [g(r) -gO,A Gf(r)]lFT)(r), gE §(h *),
r-+O+

where FT)(r) and G T)(r) are given by Eq. (3.6) and G fIr) denotes the asymptotic expansion of GA (r) as r~ + up to order
t.;;;;U - I. The boundary condition gO,A. = 0 (Le., v = 00)
represents the Friedrichs extension of h.
In the trivial case A = I, a = y = 0, the boundary values take on the familiar form

r,
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(3.56)
Remark 3.2: In the special case where V (r) has a Laurent
expansion of the type VIr) = l:;;;= _2amf" near the origin,
the above result has been derived by Rellich.13 His proof
relies entirely on the meromorphic structure of V whereas
ours seems to be more direct and covers the general case
VIr) = ar-a,O<a <2. It is obvious from the arguments presented above that our method extends to potentials of the
type
N

VIr) =

La

j

r-

aj

+ W,

j=l

WE

L coHO, 00)) real valued, aj

O<aj <2,

E

R,

NE N.

(3.57)

In addition, our analysis extends in a straightforward manner to A (A - 1) E R since semiboundedness of h (i.e., A>!)
turns out to be inessential.
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